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Bernard EnergyAdvocacy:
what we do

• One-stop-shop energy advisory: T&D, Renewables, Storage & Efficiency
-

Executive business development
Specific legal and regulatory support
EU, US, Middle East/Gulf region

• Skills: engineering regulation, economic, legal & political science
-

Team of 15 professionals with “in-house” energy background
BEA Energy Experts Network : a unique network of Experts in several EU countries and
the US
Advising TSOs, OEM, Investors, Governments, etc.

www.bernardenergy.com
pbernard@bernardenergy.com
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Introduction

The Changing Energ y Landscape
15 years of change = 3 main trends in the market
1. “Unbundling”
2. “Greening”  EU ‘20-20-20’ Targets
3. “Smartening”
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Regulatory framework - EU approach (I)
1.

Bottom-up:

Regional Initiatives to ensure
consistency between regions
and the Internal Energy Market
and test ideas before EU-wide
application

2. Top-down:

EU-wide rules: Framework Guidelines and Network Codes

Regulatory framework - EU approach (II)
• In parallel with the upcoming adoption of the first Network
Codes, the « bottom-up » approach remains a key vehicle to
reach the 2014 objectives (e.g. Pilot project NWE)
• … with ENTSO-E and ACER playing both a key role!
Topdown

ACER/ENTSO-E

Bottomup

TSOs at the center of the
proccess

How does the EU Electricity Market work?
950 GW
3400 TWh

1 main synchronous system + Nordic +
UK + Ireland + Baltic states + Islands
Transmission Ownership Unbundling
ENTSOE and TSOs at the centre of the
process – EU wide Network Codes
Agency for the Co-operation of Energy
Regulators (ACER)

530 million citizens

EU target model based on stream-lined
pricing

3rd Internal Energy Market Package (2009) provides the legal framework
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Market Integration: European Target Model
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EU Heads of States goal → completion by 2014
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Balancing, Real Time

Coordination of
ATCs (Flow
Based and/or
NTC)

Role of TSOs and PXs
TSOs and PXs have played a key role in succesful EU market
liberalization
TSOs have been initiators of Market Coupling Innitiatives
accross Europe

Power exchanges played a central role in the process

Leading Power Exchanges in Europe are owened by TSOs
Cooperation between TSOs and PXs remains essential to achieve an
EU integrated market

The example of NWE Initiative
NWE is the leading Price Coupling Project in Europe
• Project was initiated and driven by a strong partnership between TSOs
and PXs in the NWE countries
• It will cover 75% of EU power market (2.400 TWh): CWE, UK, Nordic &
Baltic Countries

Structure of PXs involved in NWE project
NordPool Spot

EPEX Spot

Covers Norway, Finland, Sweden,
Germany, Estonia, Lithuania &
Estonia

Covers France, Germany, Austria &
Switzerland

Owned by 6 TSOs (Statnett,
Svenska, Fingrid, Energinet, Elering
&Litgrid)

Owned by EEX AG and Powernext
Powernext’s majority shares owned
by 3 TSOs (RTE, Elia & TenneT)

370 companies from 20 countries
trade on the market

250 trading participants from 22
countries

APX Spot
Covers UK, Netherlands & Belgium
Owned by 2 TSOs (Elia & TenneT)
More than 400 trading participants

Market Integration - Next steps (I)
Day-Ahead Market Coupling is not sufficient for RES integration

Intraday Markets
•
•
•
•

Intraday markets based on continuous trading
Allow market players to fine tune positions
Gate closure time one hour before real time
Vital for RES integration

A single Pan-European platform for cross-border intraday will allow
more efficient matching of deficits and surpluses across Europe

Market Integration - Next steps (II)
Full Deployment of Balancing Services
Critical to ensure system security

Enhacing Demand Participation
Across all markets and system services

Ensuring Generation Adequacy
Is a capacity market needed?

Creating a level playing field

Are post 2020 renewable energy support schemes needed?

Benefits of EU market liberalization (I)
Overall aim of liberalisation: increase efficiency through
the pressure of competition, which then leads to:

1. Attraction of private sector investment into the
power sector
2. Lower costs  lower prices
3. More choice and flexibility for consumers
4. Secure and stable supply
5. Sustainable use of limited sources

Benefits of EU market liberalization (II)
• In the EU the internal market has kept prices in check

Take Aways…
Market integration has provided considerable benefits to
Europe but further progress is still needed
Transition to a low carbon integrated EU power market will
require:
 Implementing Target Model as soon as possible
 Building new and smarter infrastructure → but the cost
could be high (1000B€) in the next 10 years
 Enhancing market design to make it fully compatible with
RES → capacity markets? Move away from subsidies?
 Enabling demand side response → smart grids, energy
service markets

Any questions?

Thank you
www.bernardenergy.com
pbernard@bernardenergy.com
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Definitions
• Market coupling
• Intraday Markets
• Balancing services
• Flow based capacity allocation
• Key ENTSOE figures
• Network code
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Market Coupling (I): Definition
Market coupling is the method by which Day Ahead energy prices
and volumes for each local market are calculated by gathering all
Day Ahead bids and offers in the different local markets in order
to match them at European level on a marginal pricing basis.

MC implies the use of “implicit auctioning” involving two or more
PXs to integrate markets”
– Daily cross-border transmission capacity between bidding
areas is implicitly made available to PXs’ spot price
mechanism
– PXs match supply and demand, while taking into account
relevant network constraints, provided by TSOs
– Day-ahead prices converge unless physical congestion occurs
24/04/2012
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Market coupling (II): Rational behind

=> Maximize the total economic surplus of market participants and
increase social welfare.

Intraday Markets
Intraday is the market timeframe beginning after the day-ahead
gate closure time and ending at the intraday gate closure time.
– Intraday markets provide an opportunity for market parties to balance
their position and trade energy as close to real time as possible in order to
minimize balancing actions;
– Through intraday markets a possible imbalance exposure can be limited
when unforeseen events occur after the closure of Day Ahead Markets;
– Liquid adjustment markets are also important to promote the
participation of small producers and retailers in energy markets.

Intraday trading is particularly important to accommodate
intermittent generation and unexpected events such as
outages
24/04/2012
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Balancing
Definition: All actions and processes used by TSOs to ensure
total electricity generation is equaled by total consumption in
a continuous way, in order to maintain the system frequency
within a predefined stability range.
Balancing services can be:
– Balancing energy (MWh): energy activated by TSOs to maintain the
balance between injections and withdrawals.
– Balancing reserves (MW) : power capacities available for TSOs to
balance the system in real time. These capacities can be contracted by the
TSO with an associated payment for their availability and/or be made
available without payment. Technically, Reserves can be either
automatically or manually activated.

Balancing is vital for short term grid operation security
24/04/2012
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Flow based capacity calculation
Two methods used by TSOs for cross border capacity calculation:
1.
2.

Available Transfer Capacity (ATC)
Flow-based (FB) method

The FB method makes use of locational information in the grid model
for the assessment of system security at the allocation stage without
arbitrary assignment of capacity per border.
– With FB method, capacity is allocated more precisely and consequently the
network can be used more efficiently without endangering the security of the
network.
– FB method is preferred to the ATC method for short term capacity
calculation in cases where transmission networks are highly meshed and
interdependencies between the interconnections are high
– FB method is more efficient but also more complex and difficult to
implement than the ATC-based methodology

24/04/2012
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ENTSO-E Key figures
41 TSOs from 34 countries
532 million citizens served
828 GW generation
305,000 Km transmission lines
3,400 TWh/year demand
400 TWh/year exchanges

What is a network code?
A set of rules applying to one aspect of the
energy sector
Which are developed by ACER, ENTSO-E
& Market Participants
And become legally binding after the
Comitology process
Hence they have the same status as any
other European Regulation and Member
States must comply

Network code progress to date

• Source: ENTSO-E

